Film:

Coco Rosie

The Casady sisters
invite Dazed into
their Brooklyn
apartment and onto
the bizarre video set
of their new single
“Rainbowarriors”.

Text TIM NOAKES Photography KAI REGAN

Inside CocoRosie’s Williamsburg apartment,
domestic tranquillity reigns. A shaft of warm
spring sunlight illuminates an antique harp in the
centre of their immaculate living room. A small
moggy paws its way around the wooden floor,
and the delicate strings of William Basinski fill the
air. Sierra, the classically trained half of the duo,
tucks into a Lebanese lunch while her younger
sister Bianca brings out a pot of tea and honey.
It’s the ideal environment for a pair of musicians
who have spent the last four years jetting between
Brooklyn and Paris creating ethereal avant-garde
pop for a devoted set of daydreamers.
Today, the Casady siblings are getting over jetlag
and pulling together the remaining props for
“Rainbowarriors”, the first video from their new
album The Adventures of Ghosthorse & Stillborn.
Up until a few days ago, Michel Gondry was
supposed to direct, but the girls fired him due
to conflicting creative visions. Filling his shoes is
their friend Kai Reagan, a young, energetic director
famed for his iPod adverts.
“We really don’t know what’s going to happen
with the video, it’s all just in our imaginations at
the moment,” Bianca says with a smile. “We’re
just putting the whole production side in someone
else’s hands. We really have no idea. But I think
it’s going to be cool – we put out a bulletin on
our MySpace for extras, so I’m sure something fun
will happen.”
“Bianca and I are just going to show up with all of
our costumes and imaginations,” Sierra says after
finishing her cup of tea. “We just want to unload
all
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Following Sway’s example, indie rapper his career

 DAZED & CONFUSED

the ICWF is in fact a splinter group of the Some
mysticism. Indeed, the ICWF is in fact a splinter
group of the Nation Union of Greco-Roman
Supply Teachers, fed up with Marxist unionists
and not getting enough wrestling action. “The InCrowd Wrestling Federation is just another take
on popular culture. Some characters are more
familin a skeleton suit, and Ken Jr, an Indeed,
the ICWF is in fact a splinter group of the Nation
Union of Greco-Roman Supply Teachers, fed up
with Marxist unionists and not getting enough
wrestling action.
Jarvis is really a storyteller as well as an illustrator,
with his own philosophy behind his work. “I take
a reductive approach to the look of the toys,
which is a bit Bauhaus influenced (the design
movement, not the band). Really, I’m inspired as
much by John Updike and Jane Austen, as by Hergé
than a Hulkamaniac.
toys available from www.hanon-shop.
com or play lounge, beak street
020 7287 7073
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and playing with Lego as long-distance runner, rather
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fed up with Marxist unioniat each has their own
distinct character: Man Love is an existentialist
and Grateful Dead fan; Mexican wrestler El Viejo
a master of Brujeria mysticism. Indeed, the
ICWF is in fact a splinter group of the Nation
Union of Greco-Roman Supply Teachers, fed up
with Marxist unionis“The In-Crowd Wrestling
Federation is just another take on popular culture.
Some mysticism. Indeed, the ICWF is in fact a
splinter group of the Nation Union of Greco-Roman
Supply Teachers, fed up with Marxist unionists
and not getting enough wrestling action. “The InCrowd Wrestling Federation is just another take
on popular culture. Some characters are more
familin a skeleton suit, and Ken Jr, an Indeed,
the ICWF is in fact a splinter group of the Some
mysticism. Indeed, the ICWF is in fact a splinter
group of the Nation Union of Greco-Roman
Supply Teachers, fed up with Marxist unionists
and not getting enough wrestling action. “The InCrowd Wrestling Federation is just another take
on popular culture. Some characters are more
familin a skeleton suit, and Ken Jr, an Indeed,
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